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In the early morning hours of October 24, 1944, the legendary U.S. Navy submarine Tang was
hit by one of its own faulty torpedoes. The survivors of the explosion struggled to stay alive one
hundred-eighty feet beneath the surface, while the Japanese dropped deadly depth charges. As
the air ran out, some of the crew made a daring ascent through the escape hatch. In the end,
just nine of the original eighty-man crew survived.But the survivors were beginning a far greater
ordeal. After being picked up by the Japanese, they were sent to an interrogation camp known
as the “Torture Farm.” When they were liberated in 1945, they were close to death, but they had
revealed nothing to the Japanese, including the greatest secret of World War II.With the same
heart-pounding narrative drive that made The Bedford Boys and The Longest Winter national
bestsellers, Alex Kershaw brings to life this incredible story of survival and endurance.
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enemy if you don’t want to.1—Dick O’Kane1Thunder BelowAugust 11, 1944, a few miles off the
coast of JapanTHIRTY-THREE-YEAR-OLD DICK O’KANE peered through a periscope. In the
distance, he could see two large Japanese freighters. They would have been easy targets had it
not been for the fast-moving gunboats escorting them.Few submarine captains would have
pressed on with their attack. Only the most aggressive, like Commander O’Kane, would
contemplate taking them on. Nothing, it seemed, could prevent him from hunting down the
enemy. He believed that it was his mission to wage unrestricted warfare on the enemy by sinking
vessels small and large—sampans, merchant ships, troop carriers, and Japanese navy ships—
as many as he possibly could.O’Kane switched on the loudspeakers so that his crew of eighty-
seven men could listen to his crisp, calm orders. He then prepared to make the approach on the
convoy.Seated in a small cubicle a few yards from O’Kane was twenty-one-year-old Minnesotan
Floyd Caverly, known to his fellow submariners as “Friar Tuck.” He was listening intently to the
sound of the enemy’s screws through his headset.Swish. Swish. Swish. Swish.The sound
reminded the men aboard of a shaving brush being slopped back and forth in a sink.Caverly
looked at a Sherman and Clay Co. metronome in his radio shack. On his last patrol aboard the
USS Tang, Caverly had begun using it to time the speed of the enemy’s screws.Tick, tock, tick,
tock.O’Kane stood close beside several other officers. They crowded the cramped area of the
Tang’s conning tower. Their faces were studies in concentration, their features lit up by the small
room’s eerie red light.“No change in speed, Captain. Still seven-two turns,” reported
Caverly.O’Kane was ready to strike.“Open all outer doors forward,” he ordered. “Stand by for final
bearing. Up scope.”Caverly listened carefully, trying to detect any change in the enemy’s speed.
On his three previous patrols aboard the Tang, he had come to trust utterly O’Kane’s instincts.
The “Old Man” had an innate ability to outwit the enemy—he was a “walking torpedo data
computer,” able to work out angles and bearings in his head. He had learned his trade from the
best, the legendary Dudley “Mush” Morton of the USS Wahoo.2Every man depended for his
survival right now on Caverly relaying information quickly and accurately. Was the enemy moving
toward or away from the Tang? What was the enemy’s bearing?3Tick, tock, tick, tockThe beat of
the enemy’s screws was getting faster.“Fast screws bearing three four zero, Captain,” reported



Caverly.O’Kane shifted the periscope quickly and saw a gunboat. It was heading straight for the
Tang. No part of its bow was exposed, which meant the Tang had precious little to aim at. It was
closing fast. In less than a minute, it would reach the Tang.O’Kane was undeterred. He decided
he still had time to attack the freighters.“Constant bearing—mark! Keep the sound bearings
coming, Caverly.”“Set.”“Fire!”4There were three jolts as three torpedoes were fired in a spread
toward a freighter. Another three were soon heading toward another ship.O’Kane gripped the
periscope. He saw his first target explode. But he also saw the Japanese gunboat, still closing
fast. It was high time the Tang disappeared beneath the waves. He knew he had cut things
particularly close.“Flood negative,” ordered O’Kane, trying to sound calm.“Take her deep,” he
added. “Rig for depth charge.”The submarine’s ballast tanks flooded with fourteen thousand
pounds of salt water. She was quickly 180 feet below, close to the sea bottom.The crew was now
sealed off in the Tang’s compartments, manning battle stations, rigging the Tang for silent
running.5“Keep her going down, Larry,” O’Kane ordered Lieutenant Lawrence Savadkin, a quick-
witted twenty-four-year-old who had been a track-and-field star at Lafayette College in
Pennsylvania before joining the navy.6Floyd Caverly listened to the enemy’s screws. They had
slowed.The sound of the enemy’s sonar echoed inside the Tang.Ping . . . Ping . . . Ping . . .7Sweat 
beaded Caverly’s brow as he tracked the enemy.Executive Officer Murray Frazee, who was
second-in-command of the Tang, waited for the inevitable.8“Coming on the range now!”
announced one of the crew. “Coming on the range . . . He’s dropped the first one!”9The men
could hear the splash of a depth charge hitting the water.Frazee thought about the time he’d
spent on a destroyer before volunteering for submarine duty. The depth charges that he had
dropped on the enemy back then had fallen at around ten feet per second. The Tang was now
about two hundred feet below the surface.So in about twenty seconds’ time, thought Frazee, the
first explosion will occur . . . if the Japanese have set their charges for the correct depth.“He’s
dropped six of them!” said Caverly.The slightly balding Caverly looked warily at a pressure
gauge located just above his radar. The last time he’d been depth-charged, the Tang went down
to three hundred feet and the gauge snapped off the bulkhead like a popped shirt button and hit
him in the head.10“Ten seconds more, Captain,” Frazee announced calmly.11There was a click
followed by a sound that felt like “someone hitting the hull with a million sledgehammers.” A
lightbulb shattered. The Tang shook.Edwin Bergman, the Tang’s radioman, screamed and
ripped off his headset. He had not turned down the volume and was in agony.O’Kane grabbed
onto the hoist cable of the periscope to steady himself. With a free hand, he propped up
Bergman, who was quivering with pain and fear.Another explosion was followed by another
massive vibration, this time upending ashtrays and unsecured objects as the deck plates
contorted and shook.The explosions continued, each one reverberating throughout the
submarine, knocking men off their feet.O’Kane had suffered his fair share of depth charges after
ten wartime patrols in two years. But the enemy ship was laying down charges faster and closer
than he had ever experienced before. 12It was now less than a minute into the attack and the
already groggy air was filled with asbestos dust, flecks of paint, and pieces of cork.It was also



the worst depth-charging that twenty-year-old motor mechanic Clayton O. Decker had endured.
But he remained composed, struggling to stay upright, standing beside the bow planes in the
control room, the nerve center of the submarine.Decker grew up in the mountains of Colorado,
where he had worked as a miner before the war—an ideal qualification in the eyes of his navy
recruiter because Decker was unlikely to suffer from claustrophobia after spending so much time
so far down.13 And sure enough, he never did. But the current depth-charging was enough to
send even the most hardened veterans like Decker over the edge.14 It was as if he was “inside
an empty fifty-gallon drum with someone beating on it with a hammer.”15More explosions. The
Tang rocked. More lightbulbs popped.Decker did not know how deep the Tang was, but he
hoped she was as far down as possible in the short time she had been able to dive. If the Tang
was below where the charges were exploding, the chance of survival was good. On the other
hand, if the Tang was too close to the surface, a single explosion below could blow water from
the ballast tanks and pop the submarine to the surface like a cork.The enemy’s sonar could
detect even the faintest noise from the submarine. Everything that could make a sound had been
shut off, including the air-conditioning. As soon as its cool breeze had disappeared, intense heat
from the engines and motors had started to spread through the Tang. Sweat now ran off the men
in a constant stream. 16In the conning tower, Captain O’Kane and Executive Officer Frazee
exchanged anxious glances. The Tang was made of stern stuff. But how much more pounding
could she take?Bergman, the sound man, returned to his post in the sound shack, his ears still
ringing. He put on his headphones again and heard the enemy’s screws once more.The
Japanese were now on the Tang’s port bow and slowing down, perhaps waiting to see if the
depth-charging had been successful before dropping another round of “ash cans.”O’Kane spoke
into the conning tower’s telephone: “Check and report all compartments!”17It didn’t take long for
O’Kane to hear back. By some miracle, there had been no serious damage.“She’s turning this
way,” said Bergman.The crew braced themselves for more explosions.“Here she
comes!”“Shifting to short scale!”“Screws speeding up!”“Right full rudder!” ordered O’Kane. “All
ahead full!”18So far, the Tang had been moving at “evasive speed”—as slow as possible—and
with only the slightest noise. “All ahead full” meant no more silent running. The Japanese were
bound to detect the Tang. Nevertheless, that is what O’Kane ordered and soon the Tang was
turning toward her tormentor—the gunboat. Incredibly, in the next few seconds, she snuck right
under the Japanese boat. The captain of the Japanese boat was no fool, however, and quickly
ordered the dropping of another volley of charges.There were sixteen in all. They exploded in a
“prolonged, un-punctuated, smashing, shattering cataclysm.”19 It was a heart-stopping
experience: Deck plates lifted as men were thrown about and everything in the submarine
seemed to shake. The vibration became so intense that men clutching wheels shivered as if they
were being electrocuted. The electrician’s mates were similarly affected as they held down
levers and switches, grateful that they were at least wearing protective asbestos gloves.In the
conning tower, O’Kane and Frazee somehow stayed on their feet. It would surely be only a few
seconds before the Tang took a fatal hit. It was hard to believe that she was still operable at all.A



long silence passed. The depth-charging was over.The Tang continued at full speed toward
deeper water, away from the coast, and the Japanese gunboat was soon left far behind, vainly
searching for wreckage. One of the crew made a tally. There had been twenty-two very close
detonations.Men opened the doors sealing each compartment and began to move through the
boat, nerves jangled, hugely relieved that the worst depth-charging any of them had
experienced was over.O’Kane went to the officer’s dining room, joining Frazee and a shocked
Larry Savadkin.“Captain,” said Savadkin, “if I had known that depth charges would be like those,
I might have stayed in surface ships.”“They seemed close because you’re not used to them,”
replied O’Kane. “When we get some that are really close, these won’t seem too bad.”Frazee was
noticeably quiet.O’Kane laughed to break the tension and then conceded that the experience
had also rattled him to the core. Were it not for her extra-thick hull, the Tang might well be on the
bottom, lost with all hands.Savadkin pulled out the boat’s well-worn cribbage board as Frazee
left to go check on every compartment and assess the damage. Before long, he reported back
that the damage had been mercifully light given the intensity of the attack—several smashed
lightbulbs but little else.20Although uninjured, the crew looked badly shaken.21 They needed a
good shot of brandy to calm their nerves. Frazee returned to the conning tower and made a
drinking motion, indicating to O’Kane that it was time to distribute the so-called “depth-charge
medicine.” O’Kane readily agreed.Frazee had counted every depth charge he had ever heard—
about 250 had been dropped during his first ten patrols. On this, his eleventh, he reckoned there
had been 250 more.22SEVERAL DAYS LATER, the Tang was heading back to Pearl Harbor.
O’Kane announced, to the crew’s delight, that there would be no stopping in Midway to refuel.
Nor would they waste time practicing a daily trim dive. It had been a short but highly effective
fourth patrol, and O’Kane was eager to return to base, load up with more “fish”—torpedoes—
and get back to sinking the enemy.As the Tang slowly pulled away from Japanese waters, the
men began to unwind. When not busy cleaning and preparing for a refit, they gorged themselves
on steaks and ice cream—the submarine service was rightly famous for the finest chow in the
military. O’Kane ordered that whatever steak they could not finish on the patrol be cut up and
served at a shore party when the Tang got back to Hawaii.For three more days the Tang was
within range of Japanese antisubmarine planes, but O’Kane still opted to run on the surface,
with extra lookouts, to save time.23Murray Frazee was far from happy as he navigated the Tang
toward Pearl Harbor. He was feeling “jittery” after so many patrols—eleven in total now, more
than any other submariner he knew. “Twenty-two percent of all those who made war patrols were
lost, in fifty-two submarines,” he would later write. “I think I deserved to be a little [nervous] by my
eleventh patrol, especially operating with Dick O’Kane.”24Frazee was uncomfortable with the
risks that O’Kane was taking, seemingly as a matter of routine. He was in command of several
inexperienced officers. More and more, he wondered whether they could cope if the submarine
was surprised on the surface. Along with his chief quartermaster, Sidney Jones, Frazee felt he
had no option but to stay awake every night on the return so he could be on hand should
anything go wrong.25 Only when he could actually see Pearl Harbor would he be able to



relax.26The Tang finally entered Pearl Harbor. As was customary, the chief quartermaster,
Jones, went to a locker under the chart desk in the conning tower and pulled out the battle flag.
He then climbed to the bridge of the submarine and raised the flag until it fluttered for all to see.
It was covered with small Japanese flags, each one indicating a record haul in enemy ships in
just the eight months that the Tang had been at war.At the center of the flag was a black panther,
one of the most elegant predators in the animal kingdom. “It was determined that we should be
known as the ‘Black Panther of the Pacific,’” recalled Bill Leibold, the Tang’s chief boatswain’s
mate. “The flag was to reflect this theme. We were fortunate in having an aspiring artist on board,
one John Kassube, who actually designed our flag (with a great deal of input from all hands).
The flag was basically a copy of the Japanese man of war, with a black panther jumping through
the large red ball, Meatball as we called it. Sidney Jones fabricated the flag with signal bunting,
using our portable Singer sewing machine.”27O’Kane did the usual rounds as the patrol came to
an end, inspecting the compartments. In the pump room he was surprised to find a purple stain
on a pipe. For several days, Floyd Caverly had frantically tried to get rid of the stain. It had
appeared because of a leak from a homemade still that he had secretly installed in the Tang. On
this patrol the still was producing a powerful hooch made from purple Welch’s grape juice.28
Thankfully, O’Kane did not inquire about the stain’s source.A few miles from Pearl Harbor,
O’Kane was standing on the bridge when he noticed two other submarines behind the Tang,
also making for the submarine base there.One of the subs, the USS Rasher, signaled with a
light: FORM ONE EIGHT. This meant that the Tang was to fall in astern of the signaling boat,
which would then enter Pearl Harbor first. The signal was sent by Captain Hank Munson, a
brilliant mathematician and Rhodes scholar, who was completing what would turn out to be the
second greatest patrol of the Pacific War in terms of tonnage sunk.Munson was wearing a
freshly pressed khaki uniform with a black tie. Above him fluttered a hand-sewn battle flag. His
crew was lined up at quarters on the deck before him, as eager as their captain to be the first to
reach the ten-ten dock in Pearl Harbor, where successful submarines berthed after grueling
patrols. The entire Rasher crew deserved to be first after sinking four large ships and an escort
carrier. Munson had seniority as a full commander with two navy crosses to his name. By rights,
certainly in peacetime, it was his role to lead the submarines back to harbor.O’Kane turned to
his signalman, Edwin Ogden, and told him to pretend that he didn’t understand the command.
The following messages then came from the Tang: IMI (repeat) and INT (I don’t understand) as
Chief Electrician James Culp took the Tang to full power and left Munson fuming, far behind in
the Tang’s wake.Munson was later said to be outraged by O’Kane’s insubordination and
arrogance. But O’Kane couldn’t have cared less as the Tang pulled up to the prized ten-ten dock
ahead of Munson. He was not the type to be upstaged by any man, certainly not a competing
submariner, no matter how brilliant.2The Bravest ManTWENTY-ONE-YEAR-OLD CLAY
DECKER lined up with his fellow crew members on the deck as the Tang neared the ten-ten
dock in Pearl Harbor.1 Like the other noncommissioned men, he sported freshly laundered
dungarees and a white hat. He could see Vice Admiral Charles Lockwood, O’Kane’s



commanding officer, standing on the dock beside other submarine big chiefs, waiting to greet
the Tang.2The submarine base’s band played as fifty-four-year-old Lockwood, nicknamed
“Uncle Charlie,” welcomed his favorite captain back to American soil and congratulated him on
another outstanding patrol. A quick-thinking, incisive leader, Lockwood genuinely cared about
his men and they knew it. No man was as experienced in submarine fleet command, none
understood more what war beneath the waves truly entailed. Lockwood had captained seven
submarines, dating back to the gas-powered pig boats of World War I, before becoming
commander of Submarine Force, Pacific Fleet (ComSubPac).Like the other men in dungarees,
some sallow faced, others with deep tans because of their lookout duties, Decker relished every
moment of every return to base. In a few minutes, he would be able to gorge on fresh oranges
and bananas—it was customary to welcome returning crews with such wartime delicacies. Mail
from his attractive young wife, Lucille, back in San Francisco, might be waiting on the dockside.
Once he caught up on news about her and his two-year-old son, he could get drunk and enjoy
fifteen days of R and R at the swank 425-room Royal Hawaiian Hotel.3Decker was planning to
get one of the better rooms at the hotel, featuring large lanais that overlooked the beach and
Diamond Head; maybe he would get the very suite where none other than movie star Mae West
had slept before the war. Before long, Decker would take his first proper shower in weeks, letting
the cold, fresh water splash on his head. That night, he would sleep like a baby on a clean, soft
bed that did not move at night. He would not have to lie flat on his back to keep from rolling out.
He could sleep in until the sun swung past Diamond Head and spilled through the big
windows.For several days, Decker and his fellow crew members ate fresh food and sunbathed.4
Dick O’Kane, however, had little rest other than an afternoon swimming and surfing on a long
board. He was busy overseeing the Tang’s refit and attending briefings on the progress of the
war. He also had the sad task of signing the official transfer for his right-hand man, Murray
Frazee, who, after four patrols with the Tang, was leaving the submarine, much to O’Kane’s
regret. “We had been through much this past year,” O’Kane would later write, “and with results
that neither of us could have accomplished without the other. The skipper-exec was a unique
relationship in submarines but I was . . . blessed.”5The Tang’s new executive officer was twenty-
six-year-old Frank Springer, a highly capable lieutenant whom O’Kane had groomed for
command through four remarkable patrols. Tall and lean, Springer had graduated top of his class
in submarine school. He made his home with his young wife, Carolyn, in Huntington Park,
California. When he joined the Tang, crewmates considered him to be a rather humorless,
serious-faced torpedo officer.With men like Springer helping out, the turnabout for the Tang was
completed in record time. Barely three weeks after returning from the fourth patrol, O’Kane and
his crew were ready to set out on their fifth patrol, proud in the knowledge that the Tang was now
officially the deadliest submarine operating in the Pacific.O’Kane himself was the most
successful captain among Vice Admiral Lockwood’s so-called “underwater aces,” having sunk
more ships than any other captain in just four patrols. He and his crew had also been involved in
some of the more dramatic incidents of the submarine war in the Pacific, from the rescue of



twenty-two downed aviators on the second patrol, to the sinking of a record ten merchant ships,
totaling more than thirty-nine thousand tons, on her third outing. All this had been achieved in
less than a year since the Tang’s commissioning on October 15, 1943, in Mare Island.RICHARD
HETHERINGTON O’KANE was a unique commander, a true maverick in Murray Frazee’s eyes.
“Never was there such an aggressive submarine officer as Dick O’Kane,” recalled Frazee. “In
fact, there were some who doubted his sanity, at times, in pushing to get the Tang out to sea and
in contact with the enemy.”6If O’Kane had any antecedents with which to compare, they would
have been the freewheeling frigate captains of John Paul Jones’s early American navy, piratical
master sailors who understood that a raider is at his best when destroying commercial boats in
bold, hit-and-run attacks.Born in Dover, New Hampshire, the son of an entomology professor at
the University of New Hampshire, O’Kane was raised with the smell of saltwater always in the air.
He was the youngest of four children, all of them Irish to the core. A keen sailor as a boy, he was
also academically gifted and won a partial scholarship to an elite prep school, Phillips Academy
in Andover. At Phillips, he received a classical education—to the end of his life he would be able
to recite Latin phrases, French poems, verses from Coleridge’s The Ancient Mariner, and some
of Robert Frost’s most popular lines.7 He was notable for being one of very few students who
yearned for a navy career.At age nineteen, O’Kane gained entry to the Naval Academy in
Annapolis, where he graduated 264th in his class of 464 midshipmen in 1934. The academy’s
yearbook noted that O’Kane was an elegant dancer, popular with the ladies, a first-class skier
and tennis player, and a “Yankee and proud of it.”8O’Kane first served on a heavy cruiser, the
USS Chester, and then for two long years on an old four-stack destroyer, the USS Pruitt. During
an overhaul in Mare Island in June 1936, O’Kane married a petite young woman named
Ernestine Groves, whom he had first met as a young boy in Durham; until O’Kane had been nine
years old, the two had in fact been neighbors. Ernestine was also the child of an academic at the
University of New Hampshire.O’Kane opted for Submarine School in New London, Connecticut,
where he spent six months working his hardest, knowing that the top third of his class would
automatically be assigned to active submarine duty. Among his peers was Slade Cutter, a
brilliant football star, destined like O’Kane to be one of World War II’s finest captains. O’Kane
graduated in the top ten of his class and began his submarine service on the USS Argonaut, the
largest submarine in the U.S. Navy at the time, designed as a mine-layer.The Tang’s twenty-one-
year-old chief boatswain’s mate, Bill Leibold, a hard-driving California native, had also served on
the Pruitt before joining the Tang for her first patrol. “O’Kane had established a reputation
because he had been the executive officer on the Wahoo with ‘Mush’ Morton,” he recalled.
“Everybody knew about Morton and the Wahoo. Morton was a legend, the most talked about
submarine captain.”9In fact the entire Silent Service knew of the big-fisted, Dudley “Mush”
Morton and his brilliant sidekick, Dick O’Kane. Both were said to be equally obsessed with
sinking enemy ships. Together, they had reinvented the rules of submarine combat, taking the
war to the enemy’s front porch during their five patrols together.Before they devised these new
submarine combat techniques, the navy had used a standard procedure for attack. As Leibold



explained, “A submarine was to stay submerged, not to be seen. It would fire from periscope
depth, not when surfaced. There was even an assigned speed of approach. It was all cut and
dried in the official manual. Then along came Mush Morton, who just ignored it. He told O’Kane:
‘Your job is to trail that ship and I’ll maneuver the boat, and we’ll do it from the surface . . . I don’t
give a damn if it is daylight or pitch dark.’ The enemy was never looking for you on the surface.
Morton and O’Kane took advantage of this. The brass back in Pearl would say: ‘They can’t do
this! What the hell is going on?’ But Morton came back with record numbers of ships sunk. It was
no wonder—he damn near sunk himself.”10Before the Tang’s first patrol, O’Kane had gathered
his men and repeated Mush Morton’s maxim: “It is our job to sink as many boats as possible.
That’s how we can get the war over with as soon as possible.”11 O’Kane had also made it clear
that he would require every man to give his all, but in return he would make life as comfortable
as possible for them when they were not sending enemy shipping to the bottom. And sure
enough, he was a man of his word, managing to get hold of an ice-cream maker and baking
oven for the Tang.12 Steak and fries followed by fresh vanilla ice cream and baked hot apple pie
would be standard fare aboard the Tang. Whatever he could wheedle, O’Kane obtained—
whether it was fresh fruit for the mess or the latest radar and sonar technology for the crew in the
conning tower.Before going to sea, the Tang was arguably the best equipped, best stocked,
most up-to-date Balao-class diesel electric submarine in the Pacific: a superlative fighting
machine, capable of over twenty knots when surfaced, almost nine when submerged, powered
by four state-of-the-art Fairbanks-Morse pistol diesel engines, and armed with twenty-four Mark
18 torpedoes carrying 565 pounds of Torpex high explosives.O’Kane had cut no corners in
preparing his new boat and crew for combat, pushing both to the limit. He knew that the
Japanese were becoming more and more skilled in antisubmarine techniques. Indeed, they had
caught up fast. Until 1943, they had been ineffective on the whole in combating U.S. submarines.
The depth charges they had used had not been as powerful as American ones and had been
set to explode only at depths above 150 feet. This meant that as long as boats went to 300 feet
during evasion, they stood little chance of being sunk by a depth charge.It was a closely guarded
secret that had saved many lives—the kind of intelligence that reinforced the Silent Service’s
determination to keep quiet about its activities. “We operated under such secrecy and
anonymity,” explained Vice Admiral Lockwood, “that only the barest mention was made of these
men of lonely heroism, who fought the war not in the newspaper headlines but sealed off
beneath the sea, in great steel hulls that sometimes became their tombs. We preferred to
publish nothing at all, not even the score of enemy ships sunk by returning submarines. We
wanted no part of the Navy Department’s campaign for play-by-play account of the war. We
wanted the Japanese to think their existing methods were highly effective, that another of our
subs had gone to Davy Jones’s locker.”13Only rarely were the press allowed anywhere near a
submarine captain, and then it was only for propaganda purposes: By 1944, the American public
had largely forgotten that after Pearl Harbor, although three aircraft carriers had survived the
attack, the submarines were the last line of defense—all that had prevented the Japanese from



gaining mastery of the Pacific.Every so often, now that the tide had turned in favor of the
Americans, a well-placed story about a submarine’s thrilling exploits helped remind those who
had forgotten about the Silent Service. What the public didn’t know was that the Silent Service
was now sinking more than half of all Japanese ships—more than the Army’s air forces and the
U.S. Navy’s surface ships and carrier planes combined.As far as submariners were concerned,
the publicity mattered little. Staying alive concerned them far more. By 1944, every man in the
service had friends who were “missing in action,” on eternal patrol. The all-volunteer force
suffered the highest mortality rate of all the armed services. There were few casualties. Unlike a
surface ship, when a submarine was sunk no one was expected to return. 14THE SILENT
SERVICE’S greatest single injury in World War II was inflicted not by the enemy, but by a
politician. In 1943, sixty-eight-year-old Congressman Andrew Jackson May, a member of the
House Military Affairs Committee, held a press conference and mentioned the unmentionable—
Japanese claims of submarine sinkings were way too high because they set their depth charges
to go off at too shallow a depth.His statement outraged every submariner in the service. It was
an amazing breach of security, unrivaled during the war. And it didn’t take long for the Japanese
navy to learn of it through newspaper reports, and then quickly adjust its depth-charge settings
accordingly. Lockwood was furious. “I hear Congressman May said the depth charges are not
set deep enough,” he explained in a letter dripping with sarcasm. “He would be pleased to know
[the Japanese] set them deeper now.” Later, Lockwood stated: “I consider that indiscretion cost
us ten submarines and eight hundred officers and men.”15To O’Kane and the other submarine
captains, it was soon clear that the Japanese were dropping their charges at the right depth and
with greater accuracy. They knew that the near-deadly experience of the USS Puffer on its first
patrol in October 1943 provided more than enough evidence of the effects of May’s treasonable
stupidity. For nearly thirty-eight hours, at 500 feet below, the Puffer’s crew had been pounded by
a terrier-like Japanese sub-chaser.Men became so dehydrated in the pressure-cooker-like
conditions that they could not replenish their body fluids and vomited everything they drank.
When they stepped from the maneuvering room, where the thermometer showed 125 degrees,
to the after-torpedo room, where it was a relatively cool 100 degrees, their bodies seemed to
turn to jelly, wracked by shivering and maddening chills.16O’Kane learned all about the Puffer’s
terrifying experience from a report issued to captains that gave a blow-by-blow account of the
ordeal. 17 At 500 feet, the Puffer had barely managed to survive. The lesson was obvious to
O’Kane: The Tang and her crew needed to be able to dive as fast as possible and stay as deep
as possible if they were going to stand a chance against an ever more accurate and deadly
enemy. During practice dives, O’Kane worked his crew hard, pushing them to the edge, until the
Tang was able to plunge from the surface to periscope depth—some 60 feet below—in just thirty
seconds.Then, wanting to know what would happen at unprecedented depths, O’Kane ordered
the Tang down to far beyond her specified test depth of 300 feet. At 450 feet, the Tang started to
rebel. A gauge line broke and a hose burst. Thankfully, a quick-witted crewmember jammed a
raw potato into the line to stop the leak and crisis was averted. At 525 feet, however, there was



more significant damage, forcing the Tang to surface for repairs.The next day, O’Kane took the
Tang even deeper. The old hands were astonished when she reached 580 feet. This time, a vent
sprang a leak. Again, the boat surfaced for repairs. It seemed as if O’Kane had a death wish: The
very next day, at first light, he ordered his crew to take the Tang back down, deeper than before.
Soon, the needle on the depth gauge pointed beyond 575 feet. Then it reached the 600-foot
mark. It would not record any deeper. Still the Tang continued inexorably down. No U.S.
submarine had ever ventured so far from the surface. O’Kane asked one of his officers to hold
her level.18 While several crew members struggled to stay calm, the Tang maneuvered back
and forth with ease, her thick hull resisting the incredible sea pressure of nineteen tons per
square foot.The Tang was able to take it, but the same could not be said for all of the crew. One
of the old hands aboard, a chief cook named Marvin E. Breedlove, was convinced that O’Kane
was going to get them all killed—he was some modern-day Ahab, a reckless buccaneer
obsessed with sinking “Nips.”After docking, the sturdily built Breedlove approached wiry bantam-
weight Murray Frazee and angrily demanded a transfer. Frazee said that was not possible—the
cook would have to complete at least one patrol before being granted a transfer. 19“Well, if
you’re not going to do anything about it now, I just won’t show up tomorrow morning.”Frazee,
capable of ruthless efficiency and used to playing the role of bad cop for O’Kane, turned to
another grizzled veteran, Chief Torpedoman’s Mate William Ballinger, who was also chief of the
boat, and said: “Chief, you heard what he said, didn’t you?”“I sure did!”Frazee grabbed the
cook’s shirt and yanked him so he was close to his face.“Listen, you son of a bitch, if you’re not
here tomorrow morning at 0800 when we sail, I’m going to have you tried for desertion in time of
war and get you shot! Now, have you got that straight?”20The cook left the Tang after her first
patrol.Three patrols and six months later, the Tang’s crew had had plenty of opportunities to see
O’Kane in action. There were no longer any doubters. O’Kane’s men had come to respect and
trust him like no other captain they had known.The bond was special, for a submarine skipper
has absolute power over life and death, far more so than the commander of a surface ship. The
wrong decision at 600 feet below could be fatal. An error in a frigate might, at worst, mean taking
to a lifeboat. “O’Kane was very calculating, brilliant, and very aggressive—too much so for some
of the crew,” explained Bill Leibold. “But they all said if they had to go to war with any captain, it
would be O’Kane.”21DICK O’KANE WATCHED as a refit crew attended to the Tang. He could
see them scurrying about the Tang’s decks, loading torpedoes, readying her for the next patrol. It
was Wednesday, September 20, 1944, a beautiful fall day in Pearl Harbor.A Jeep pulled up at
the dockside.The driver said he had an urgent message for O’Kane: Vice Admiral Lockwood
wanted to see O’Kane immediately.A tanned and fit O’Kane was soon seated in Lockwood’s
office. There were the usual pleasantries and good humor. Then the always energetic Lockwood,
with three stars on his shirt collar, got down to business. He would not normally provide his
skippers with a choice of missions, but O’Kane had to be handled with more finesse than the
others. Lockwood laid out the alternatives: join a wolf pack or operate alone in the Pacific’s most
dangerous waters—the Formosa Strait, between Formosa and mainland China.The Formosa



Strait was strewn with extensive minefields and ploughed by Japanese antisubmarine patrols
that continued around the clock.22 “Offering little room for ships to maneuver,” recalled O’Kane,
“the strait was an ideal place for submarines to lurk in ambush; the great bulk of Japanese
shipping passed through here on the way to and from the South China Sea. Unfortunately for the
Americans, however, the enemy held the coasts on both sides of the strait, making it as perilous
for the hunters as the hunted.”23In four patrols, O’Kane had already sunk seventeen ships for a
total of eighty-two thousand tons. He was hungry for more. There was no question that he would
go it alone and head for the Formosa Strait, the last hot spot in the Pacific undersea war.“How
soon could you be ready to head west? All the way west?” asked Lockwood.“Four days sir,”
replied O’Kane. “But there is one thing I request in return.”“Yes?”“Admiral, the Tang has been
banging out patrols at nearly twice the customary rate. Most have been short, but so has every
upkeep. My boat needs an ST scope [radar periscope], and I need something to take back to my
crew. I’d like our next upkeep scheduled for Mare Island.”Returning to Mare Island in San
Francisco Bay would mean the crew could reconnect with their families during extensive shore
leave.“I appreciate what you say,” said Lockwood, “and I’ll take care of it.”Lockwood and O’Kane
shook hands.O’Kane then called his crew together. Ever anxious to return to combat, he had
already cut the Tang’s period in dry dock short by four days, irritating some of them.24 To
cushion the blow, O’Kane told his men that after this next patrol they would have an extended
furlough on the U.S. mainland: The Tang would need a major overhaul and it would last at least
six weeks in sunny California.O’Kane then broke the news that he had volunteered the Tang for
the toughest assignment possible. He could not tell them where they were going until they left
Pearl Harbor. But he could say one thing for sure: There would be good hunting. And the risks
would be worth it if they managed to sink several ships.It was customary in the Silent Service to
allow any man who requested a transfer to do so without fear of being punished or stigmatized.
Now was the time for any doubters to leave. None did.Floyd Caverly later recalled the crew’s
reaction to O’Kane’s news that they were embarking on their most hazardous mission to date:
“We knew that we were going into very dangerous waters. We knew it would be tough. But we
also knew we were going to the only place where there was good hunting. O’Kane warned us
that anything could happen out there. We were within aircraft range, destroyer range . . . It was
hot territory. But where else would we want to go?”25Dick O’Kane, like his boat and his crew,
was also long overdue for a rest, having served under Morton and then completing four patrols
with the Tang. He knew it and so did the top brass; the commander of the submarine fleet, Vice
Admiral Lockwood, did not want his captains to burn out with fatal results. This next patrol might
be O’Kane’s last of the war, so he was determined to go out with a series of mighty bangs,
making it his best patrol. He was already confident that once the navy had awarded his men
medals for their fourth patrol, the Tang would be the most decorated U.S. submarine in the
Pacific.26 On her fifth patrol, probably his last as her skipper, the Tang would, he hoped, seal her
record as the greatest U.S. submarine of the entire war.3The Most Dangerous MissionDICK
O’KANE STOOD on the bridge of the Tang, watching as final supplies and the last of the



submarine’s twenty-four torpedoes were brought aboard.1 Hoses and power lines snaked along
the Tang’s deck and then sagged across the few feet separating her from the dock. There was a
sudden flurry of activity on the dockside as Fleet Admiral Nimitz and Vice Admiral Lockwood
arrived with an impressive entourage. A few minutes later, they began to award the Tang’s crew
their medals for the third patrol.2O’Kane received a second Navy Cross. Silver Stars went to
Chief Quartermaster Sidney Jones, Frank Springer, the newly promoted executive officer who
had replaced Frazee, and Lieutenant Hank Flanagan. Radio Technician’s Mate Floyd Caverly
got a Bronze Star. “These presentations were not all, however,” recalled O’Kane, “for more
important than any one or all of them combined was the award of the Presidential Unit Citation.
Signed by Franklin D. Roosevelt, it cited the actions during the Tang’s first three patrols, and from
that moment every man who served in the Tang would wear the ribbon with its blue, gold, and
red horizontal stripes, and with a star if aboard during the actions cited. I believed our boat now
led all others in personal and unit awards. In any case, no submarine captain could have been
prouder of his fighting ship and men.”3Before the Tang left the dock, Vice Admiral Lockwood
boarded and drank coffee with O’Kane in his stateroom. The coffee was served by the Tang’s
steward’s mate, Howard Walker, one of only two black men on board. A chronic gambler, this
Kentucky native was lucky to still be on the Tang. At the beginning of the previous patrol, he held
up the submarine’s departure because he had lost track of time during a marathon craps
game.4According to Caverly, Walker was not court-martialed for this, or for many other lapses,
because O’Kane had come to depend on him so much. “Walker really catered to the officers.
The Old Man’s shoes were always polished. His clothes were always folded and his shirts
beautifully ironed—most of the officers couldn’t iron a dish rag.”5That morning, Walker brewed
the coffee to perfection. O’Kane and Lockwood sipped it in the captain’s cabin for several
minutes as they discussed the progress of the war. Their conversation was interrupted by the
sound of the Tang’s diesels firing up. Lockwood and O’Kane climbed up to the bridge, shook
hands, and then Lockwood stepped ashore.As the Tang announced her departure with a five-
second blast from her Klaxons, Lockwood and other base personnel stood at attention.6“All
back two-thirds,” ordered O’Kane.The Tang’s diesel engines roared.“Left twenty degrees
rudder . . . All ahead two-thirds, shift the rudder.”It was one o’clock on September 24 as the Tang
left the dockside, headed for the Formosa Strait via Midway at four-engine power.7 The harbor
was much as it had been before the attack on December 7, 1941.8 Most of the ships stricken
that day had been moved, with the notable exception of the USS Arizona.O’Kane looked around
and remembered how he had felt when he returned from a patrol in late January 1942. He had
been greeted by scenes of utter devastation along so-called battleship row. He and the men
lined up on the deck of the USS Argonaut had cried unashamedly.To his port and starboard,
O’Kane spotted the red and black channel buoys that guided his boat out of the harbor. In the
distance, he could see the sea buoy that marked the true starting location of the Tang’s fifth
patrol.9Finally, the Tang cleared the submarine nets around Pearl Harbor. As was customary,
O’Kane then went to his cabin, unlocked the safe, and opened his formal orders.Not long after,



he informed the crew of where they were headed. “We discovered that we were going to be on
patrol in the Formosa Strait,” recalled Clay Decker. “It was a hot area. We knew we would see
action.”10All went smoothly at first. Three days after leaving Pearl Harbor, the Tang approached
Midway. The prospect of a brief liberty on the island, however, brought little excitement among
the crew. In Floyd Caverly’s eyes, it was “nothing but a sand-spit with a bunch of gooney birds on
it. That was about it.” The men would sometimes play drunken volleyball there if they had time,
but otherwise it was not the kind of stopover they wrote home about, unlike Perth in Australia or
their favorite port for a spot of liberty, San Francisco.11O’Kane had a choice: He could either
bypass Midway and forgo topping up the Tang’s diesel tanks or enter a north-facing narrow
channel in choppy seas with the wind blowing from the south, a difficult maneuver. O’Kane opted
for extra fuel, but as he entered the channel he began to have second thoughts. The Tang began
to yaw alarmingly. Anxious moments followed. With only yards to spare, O’Kane managed to
avoid running the Tang aground, steering her through a narrow gap in the reef. 12It was seven
o’clock in the morning on September 27, 1944, when the Tang moored at the submarine base in
Midway. Two new young officers came aboard: twenty-four-year-old Lieutenant Paul Wines, an
outstanding athlete and scholar who had been president of his high school’s student council in
Ridgewood, New Jersey, and Lieutenant John Heubeck, who grew up in Baltimore, where he
had won several awards for swimming. 13With her tanks topped up, the Tang left after just five
hours at Midway with two of her four engines operating, and was soon bucking through heavy
seas in increasingly stormy weather, headed for Formosa.14 The Tang’s recently departed
executive officer, Murray Frazee, would later write that O’Kane was always in a hurry to get to
Midway “just so he could load up more torpedoes and get back out there—sink more ships, kill
more Japs.”15
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Wiley, “The Tang comes alive. This is a true story of the sinking of the submarine, Tang, and the
subsequent escape by some crew members.The telling of the escape is very well done. Some
tried the escape hatch. Others chose to remain and face certain death due to depleted oxygen,
extreme heat from fires, and toxic air.The book continues with their capture at sea,
imprisonment, and eventual liberation. The conclusion reveals how the men spent the remainder
of their lives; some haunted by their past, others less so. Numerous personal anecdotes from
some of the survivors are rife within the story and added to my enjoyment.The book would have
been improved by a deeper look into Dick O’Kane’s naval career before assuming command of
the Tang as well as his earlier exploits as skipper of the boat. O’Kane was the executive officer
under Mush Morton and a deeper tale could have been told.”

Andy Glass, “Escaping from 180 feet below to endure even more. I'd just completed a
phenomenal book (City of Dreams - the 400 Year Immigrant History of New York) when I picked
up Escape from the Deep. Often the book one reads following an excellent read, tends to be a
let down. Not at all in this case. I've read several of Kershaw's books, so that was really no
surprise. Kershaw tells the story of the USS Tang, a submarine sunk in the Formosa Strait, and
the escape of several of its crew. The narrative is taught and takes the reader through almost a
minute-by-minute telling of the sinking and escape from 180 feet below the surface of the water.
The survivors of the sinking of the sub were then, of course, picked up by the Japanese forces
and placed into a prison camp where their ordeal continued for several more months until the
end of the war. Because they were a submarine crew that sunk several "civilian" ships, these
survivors were not considered military prisoners, so not even afforded the "care" that the
Japanese provided to military POWs. They endured endless questioning, solitary confinement,
multiple beatings, virtually no medical care, and malnutrition. At just over 200 pages this is a
pretty quick read, and one worth reading for fans of history, WWII or nautical tales of survival.
Kershaw never seems to disappoint.”

Sam B. Wagner, “The fascinating true story of the most successful submarine of WWII and her
men.. Making every torpedo count in dangerous waters where Japanese destroyers and
gunboats prowled is a remarkable record for a true American hero and the men he commanded.
Outstanding detail that flows with moment by moment action up to and including the harsh
reality of a self-inflicted fatal wound from a run-away torpedo and the nine survivors of sunken
submarine who were terribly tortured and abused in Japan’s most notorious prison camp. Very
well done and well worth the time.”

Twndggys, “Yet Another Example of Incredible Courage. So many stories of incredible courage
and suffering have come out of the most devastating war in history and this is yet another well
told. Uniquely brave were the submariners, to get into their potential coffin patrol after patrol. I felt



like I was in the forward torpedo room with those 20 or so men, the smell, the heat, the fear and
resolution to fate. I was struck by the many who were emotionally unable or unwilling to attempt
escape, a frightening process for sure, but with sure death the only other option. And for the few
who survived, the suffering from the Japanese prison camps must have left them wondering in
moments, if it was worth it. The ability of the subhuman conscience to commit deprave acts
continues to amaze and depress me every time I read about sanctioned Japanese and German
atrocities, but the courage and will to survive ultimately wins out. Amazing men.”

lighthouse88, “very moving..... My first introduction to this author was through the Gary Sinise
Foundation when he flew several WWII survivors and family members to the opening of The
National WWII Museum. The author does an amazing job of detailing an incident that I don’t
remember ever learning. The submarine was named The Tang and her crew was one of the
most decorated in the submariner’s history as of the writing of the book. Alex Kershaw was
actually able to talk to two members of the crew, who were well into their eighties, and did a lot of
digging into the past with help from family members and others.It’s hard to express what exactly
sticks in my mind, because all of it does. These brave men were daring. Perhaps history should
be taught more with books like this rather than from a textbook, because it makes it much more
real. I would love to go the museum sometime though I am sure it would be an emotional
journey, one I would never forget!Until then, I highly recommend reading books that share about
the lives of those in service to our country that we may never be able to thank because they are
gone now. However, if we can share the stories of these brave men and their families, we can be
reminded of the high cost our freedoms come with and be more thankful. Alex Kershaw has
written other books and I plan to read more to share with my sons who love history too! I think
Alex’s gift of sharing these true hero stories is wonderful as we sometime forget what a true hero
is and isn’t in the society in which we live.My deepest thanks to all who have, are and will serve
in the armed forces!”

Jerry Brookman, “A really interesting book about WWII Submarine Warfare, and the Submarine
TANG in particular. A well written book. I knew Floyd Caverly, one of the crew members who
survived personally, which made it even more interesting for me. The author describes the last
mission of the TANG, and the subsequent imprisonment of the few crew members who survived
it's sinking. Grim, but very interesting! Anyone who might want to learn more about U.S.
Submarine warfare in the Pacific during WWII should read this book.”

Johnny Allred, “Escape from the Deep.. I enjoyed reading ESCAPE from the DEEP The story of
the submarine USS TANG on her fifth and last war patrol. I found it hard to put down. There are
lots of ships sunk, torpedoes going the wrong way, Escape fron the ocean floor and a prisoner of
war camp for some and ocean graves for the rest. All long hard months befor the war ends. I
found it a exciting story.”



uel, “Very good read WW 2. Very prompt delivery and as advertised ,a very interesting book as I
like submarine books I really enjoy the read .”

msmac, “Thrilling. Thrilling read, highly recommend”

gillt, “Five Stars. Good read”

TG, “Incredible.... I was completely blown away by this story of survival. I could not put this book
down because the story is simply stunning in every aspect. I left this book feeling both sadness
and amazement due to the sheer level of circumstances some of these men survived through
(though the majority died). Highly recommended.”

john paiva, “Fine. Low price, high quality, is as advertised. I have only good things to say. I would
buy here again without worry.”

The book by Alex Kershaw has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 293 people have provided feedback.
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